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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the development process for a
freely distributed, comprehensive graphical user
interface (GUI) for the US Department of Energy’s
building energy simulation program. EnergyPlus.
User requirements were defined through a series of
workshops for practitioners. The GUI includes a
‘drag and drop’ component-level schematic editor for
HVAC systems. Building envelope geometry can be
imported from CAD / BIM tools using IFC’s or
gbXML or can be generated by the GUI. A
comprehensive set of templates and libraries is being
developed, as well as an interactive output reporting
framework. The GUI will include a comprehensive
set of well-documented Application Programming
Interfaces (API’s) to facilitate development of third
party contributions. Professional versions of the GUI
are also planned.

INTRODUCTION
A major barrier to the widespread adoption by
practitioners of the US Department of Energy’s
building energy simulation tool EnergyPlus
(EnergyPlus, 2011) has been the lack of a
comprehensive graphical user interface (GUI) that
would make the program easy and efficient to use.
This situation is now changing; an existing
commercial GUI (DesignBuilder, 2011) and a public
sector toolkit (NREL, 2011) continue to be expanded
in scope and other commercial GUI’s are now
emerging. By substantially simplifying the process of
assembling building models for energy simulation,
these interfaces will make EnergyPlus accessible to
building designers and other professionals, thus
facilitating its wider adoption.
The paper describes the development process for a
comprehensive GUI for EnergyPlus that will be
distributed at no cost to the end user. The main goal
of the project is to dramatically increase the use of
EnergyPlus by developing a front-end that:
 Is efficient and easy to use
 Supports import from industry design
applications, e.g. Building Information Models
(BIM) and CAD
 Supports integration of BIM model data with
IDF (the EnergyPlus native format) model data
 Supports import of existing EnergyPlus data sets







Generates EnergyPlus input data files (IDF) and
manages running the EnergyPlus simulation
engine
Manages and helps interpretation of simulation
results for individual runs, and comparisons to
baselines and design alternatives.
Supports different languages and both IP and SI
units
Supports workflows for existing buildings,
including the use of metered data and calibration
In the longer term, imports manufactures’
product data (e.g. HVAC equipment, based on
ASHRAE Standard 205 Data Exchange
Protocols for Energy Simulation of HVAC&R
Equipment Performance, which is currently
under development)

USER REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
In the preparation phase of the project, user
requirements for the GUI were identified through a
series of workshops that brought together design
practitioners and other stakeholders. Prospective
EnergyPlus users from a number of design firms
provided structured input on workflow requirements
and identified both good and bad features of existing
tools – see Figure 1. This input was synthesized into
a set of user requirements that were used to produce a
formal requirements specification, and then a
functional mock-up of the product. The user
requirements were continuously refined through a
series of meetings and discussions with architecture
and engineering firms to obtain feedback on mockups and prototype versions.
The overall conclusion was that the new GUI, which
leverages the simulation capabilities of the
EnergyPlus engine, is expected to be a significant
improvement on existing tools in terms of user
workflow and productivity. Design practitioners,
particularly those for whom energy efficiency is an
important issue, are generally very enthusiastic about
the modeling capabilities of EnergyPlus but are
typically unable to use EnergyPlus because the
manual data entry process is too slow and error-prone
to be viable within the constraints of normal design
fees.
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Management of different design alternatives
within a project



Support for LEED energy modeling



Three methods of generating building geometry:
– Import from BIM / 3-D CAD using IFC’s
(BuildingSMART, 2011a) or gbXML
(gbXML.org, 2011)
– Import in IDF format from OpenStudio
(NREL, 2011)
– Internal drawing tools for generating
building models from: standard floor-plan
shapes, free form floor-plan drawings, trace
over DWG/DXF drawings



Site layout, including surrounding buildings,
exterior lighting and photovoltaics



‘Drag-and-drop’ creation and editing of HVAC
systems

The GUI runs under Microsoft Windows 7, Vista and
XP and is being developed using Microsoft .NET.
Implementation on other platforms was not a high
priority for the workshop participants and so it was
decided that it would be a better use of project
resources to implement more features on a single
platform. The GUI also uses third party software
components for internal data management,
visualization, diagramming and IFC import and
export. A key criterion in selecting the software
components was that there be no per user runtime
license fee, since the GUI is to be free to the end
user.
As a front-end to EnergyPlus and, in the future, other
simulation engines, the GUI will use an open
platform architecture, in which a comprehensive set
of API’s will be developed and documented. These
API’s will facilitate the development of third party
plug-ins to the standard GUI and the development of
derivative ’professional’ products.



Multiple types of Zone Groups to facilitate the
management of large models

GUI DESIGN



Customizable templates and libraries for
constructions, systems and schedules that can be
managed at the user, company and community
levels



Visualization of results, including comparison of
the performance of different design alternatives




Calibration of building models using utility bills
Calculation of the benefits of retrofit measures
and support for the determination of incentive
payments in utility programs

The main user requirements identified included:

A key component of the functional specification for a
user interface is a set of screen mockups that define
the layout of each screen and a narrative that defines
the UI controls, such as pull-down menus and data
entry fields, and the response to all the possible user
actions.

Figure 1. A sample of user input from one of the workshops
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Figure 2 shows the screen used to specify the site and
surrounding objects. The GUI uses the Microsoft
‘ribbon’ menu standard, which, at the top level,
corresponds directly to the most common workflow at
each phase of design: Design Alternatives → Site →
Building → Systems → Simulate
The standard screen layout used for a majority of the
interface screens is composed of a model tree in the
upper left pane, a 3-D view in the upper center pane and
an active drawing canvas in the upper right.
Building Geometry
Although envelope model creation for simulations was a
requirement based on user feedback, the intent was not
to make the GUI into a full-fledged BIM authoring
application. Instead, a parametric approach to model
creation was implemented. Figure 3 shows an example
of building model generation using stereotypical plan
shapes. In addition to the dimensions of the floor plate,
the floor-to-floor height and the number of storys, the
user can specify the window-to-wall ratio on each façade
of each storey, the presence and height of floor and
ceiling plena, and libraries that provide parameters for
material layer sets, zone loads, conditions, comfort
criteria, etc.
For creation of the building model, the user must specify
a plan profile for each building story (or a series, e.g.
stories 1-3), together with a series of parameters that are
used to generate all of the BIM objects and properties
required for the target simulations. These parameters are
stored in the GUI and the building form can be modified
by editing one or more parameters and regenerating the
model.
The GUI can also import building models from
BIM / 3-D CAD tools using either IFC or gbXML
formats. Data from IFC BIM are simplified for use in
energy simulation by the Geometry Simplification Tool
(Bazjanac, 2009). Space boundaries for energy
simulation are generated from 3D CAD geometry and
space definitions by the Space Boundary Tool (Bazjanac
et al., 2011).
Zone Groups
A key feature of the GUI is the ability to aggregate
zones with common properties in order to manage the
complexity of large buildings. Zone Groups are userdefined sets of zones that are similar in terms of internal
gains, thermostat set-point schedule, lighting power
density, etc. Figure 4 illustrates the grouping of Zones
with like properties to create Zone Groups.
Zone HVAC Groups are user-defined sets of zones that
have the same HVAC terminal equipment; for example,
the set of perimeter zones served by a particular airhandling unit might have terminal boxes with re-heat
coils and the set of core zones might have terminal
boxes without reheat coils.
Zone Groups and Zone HVAC groups are defined by
selecting zones from the model tree in the left hand pane

or by dragging and dropping zones from a plan view of a
selected story in the right hand pane. Grouping of spaces
to form Zones works similarly. The capability to manage
zones in this way was a high priority for the participants
in the user requirements workshops described above.
HVAC Systems
The HVAC schematic editor allows innovative and
complex systems to be assembled by dragging and
dropping symbols representing different mechanical
components. Each HVAC symbol has ports representing
the fluid inlets and outlets and the control signal inputs
and outputs. The system configuration is developed by
connecting the ports of the different components within
the interface using the mouse. Figure 5 illustrates the
schematic editor. The loop being edited is indicated in
the model tree view in the left hand pane and the loop is
displayed on the drawing canvas in the right hand pane.
Component symbols can be dragged from the central
pane and dropped into the system diagram. The
properties of a selected component are displayed in the
bottom left pane and the state of each of the connection
ports for that component is shown in the bottom center
pane. Normally, the starting point for an end user is the
selection of a system template closest to the target
system.
In EnergyPlus, each fluid loop (air, hot water, chilled
water and condenser water) consists of a supply side and
a demand side. For an air loop, the supply side typically
consists of air handling unit components – e.g.
economizer, heating and cooling coils, and supply and
return fans. The demand side consists of the conditioned
zones and any associated floor and ceiling plena.
Because of the limited size of the drawing canvas, the
zones are displayed collapsed into zone groups, rather
than as individual zones, as illustrated in Figure 5.
In addition to supporting EnergyPlus, the schematic
editor is also designed to support the Modelica plug-in
currently being developed for EnergyPlus. Modelica
(2011) is a system simulation language whose
considerable flexibility allows the simulation of system
configurations that are not supported by EnergyPlus.
The schematic editor was designed to enable the
production of diagrams that resemble the conventional
single line schematic diagrams in mechanical design
drawings. For example, the air handling unit economizer
can be drawn as three control dampers, even though
EnergyPlus treats the economizer as a single object. One
advantage of this approach is that it supports more
detailed modeling where the individual dampers are
modeled separately, as might be done using Modelica.
This approach requires the identification of the three
dampers as comprising an economizer when generating
an input file for EnergyPlus. Since dampers can be used
in different positions in an air loop, e.g. face and by-pass
dampers around a coil, the schematic editor has different
icons for outside air, recirculation air and exhaust air
dampers in order to facilitate automatic recognition of
the economizer.
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Figure 2. The site creation screen

Figure 3. Generation of building geometry from stereotypical shapes
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Figure 4. Creation of Zone Groups

Figure 5. Editing of an air loop
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Data Model Management/Interoperability
The internal data model, named the Simulations Model
or SimModel, is based on IFC, which is the international
standard for exchange of BIM data. However, it also
includes substantial extensions in the HVAC domain to
support the variety and level of detail of the component
models in EnergyPlus. When exporting to IFC, these
extensions are currently modeled using the standard IFC
extension mechanisms (Proxy objects and PropertySets).
However, a proposal to incorporate these concepts as
native in a future version of IFC is being developed for
submission to buildingSMART. (BuildingSMART,
2011b).

For example, when creating an HVAC schematic, the
ports on each component need to be connected to ports
on other components that are of the same type (air,
water, control) and fluid inlet ports need to connect to
fluid outlet ports. Other rules sets are specific to
particular simulation programs. For EnergyPlus, there
are restrictions on the topological configuration of
HVAC loops; for example, there can only be one flow
split and one flow merge in each half loop, and fans and
pumps must be located in the supply half loop. These
and other rules are used to check the validity of an
HVAC schematic diagram before generating an
EnergyPlus input file.

SimModel has been implemented as a custom database
for BIM. It is similar to other databases, in that it is a
collection of data tables, but it is optimized for BIM, in
that it directly supports industry standard ontologies and
other characteristics of building project data. The model
goes well beyond what is required for EnergyPlus, and is
intended (as is the GUI) to support multiple types of
simulation. Medium term possibilities include:
daylighting (Radiance), building systems (Modelica),
intra-zone airflow and fire (CFD) and acoustics.

Templates and Libraries
An essential feature of the EnergyPlus GUI is the preassembled set of templates and libraries that will ship
with the program. In early design, a comprehensive set
of templates and libraries with carefully chosen defaults
enables system selection to be performed with a
minimum of user input. In the later stages of design,
templates provide an efficient starting point for detailed
system description. The full set of templates will
include:

Another way in which SimModel goes beyond IFC is
that it supports multiple design alternatives in one
project. This enables modeling of different design
solutions and utilization of EnergyPlus for LEED energy
modeling, which is critical to the simulations
community. More information about SimModel can be
found in O’Donnell et al. (2011).
As noted above, the GUI supports three existing
exchange formats: IFC, gbXML and IDF. In addition,
other applications may use the SimModel directly as
there is a full fidelity XML schema, named SimXML.
Rule Based Data Model Checking
EnergyPlus requires a very detailed and data intensive
building model. One of the primary frustrations of
EnergyPlus users is that there are so many ways in
which their data can be incomplete or incorrectly
configured. To address this frustration, one of the key
features implemented in the product is a rule based data
model validation framework. The aim is to trap as many
input errors as possible in the GUI, since it is quicker
and easier to correct these errors before running
EnergyPlus.
An extensive hierarchy of rules for correct EnergyPlus
models has been developed. Simulation models, whether
created internally or imported from other applications
are checked against these rules. Issues are reported to
users so they can correct the problems before attempting
a simulation. In Version 1 of the GUI, these rules are
focused on validating models for EnergyPlus simulation,
but they will be extended to address requirements for
Modelica and other simulations as support for these is
added to the GUI.
One set of rules is generic with respect to the target
simulation program and is based on physical constraints.



Envelope templates: each template contains
materials and constructions details for common
combinations of exterior wall, partition, floor and
ceiling assemblies



Zone templates: assigned to zone groups to specify
schedules of occupancy, thermostat set-points,
lighting power density and internal loads



HVAC equipment templates: each template
specifies a common HVAC subsystem loop - air,
chilled water, hot water or refrigeration. Templates
for the eight LEED baseline systems are included.
The Libraries cover four broad areas:


Location specific libraries -location data, utility
tariffs, fuel factors and site-specific parameters.



Controls, schedules and performance curve libraries
for HVAC equipment.



Building materials and assembly templatescovering commonly used code compliant
assemblies for different climate locations in the US.



Plant and air side HVAC components.

The GUI will ship with templates for all the baseline
systems defined in the ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and
California Title 24 compliance and rating procedures. In
addition, several advanced low energy systems, such as
radiant cooling and under-floor air distribution, will be
included. The aim is to develop templates that are
representative of current industry practice and that can
be easily understood and adapted by the design
community. The HVAC libraries and templates are
being developed and peer reviewed by a set of design
industry professionals. This ensures that the templates
and libraries will embody the layouts, descriptive terms
and workflows that are commonly understood and used
by the design community.
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The templates and libraries will be editable and
exchangeable between GUI users. Users will also be
able to download the latest version of templates and
libraries from an updates and support web location.

questions without the need to go to a more detailed
level.


Simulation and Results Management
Establishing effective results management for building
energy modeling results remains a challenge for
performance simulation tools. The challenge lies in the
need to have relevant results for varying degrees of
detail (overall building down to detailed HVAC
components) readily accessible and navigable. A results
management framework needs to provide a combination
of static, semi-dynamic and dynamic reporting, enabling
the user to investigate performance related to varying
periods of time, HVAC components, zones, sets of
zones, and a number of other output variables. In
addition, the framework should provide the capability to
compare multiple sets of results, whether it is comparing
to a baseline for LEED energy modelling, or comparing
design alternatives.
The GUI results management framework provides two,
complementary capabilities. The first is the generation
of a set of pre-defined reports that allows the user to
determine whether the simulation ran correctly and to
assess performance at the whole building level, both in
absolute terms and relative to the other design
alternatives. The intended uses of the static reports are
twofold:


Technical architects can use this set of reports to
answer a large percentage of early stage analysis

Engineers and energy modelers can use these
reports to do an initial assessment of performance,
allowing them to evaluate quickly if the model
needs to be revised and re-run or if they should
continue on to examine the results in more detail.

The second capability set is results visualization. This
allows the user to view detailed output at the zone or
component level interactively. A set of tools is provided
to assist in defining a manageable set of output variables
to investigate further. Types of output plot include
regular and ‘wrap-around’ time series, X-Y and contour
plots.
Figure 6 shows an example of results visualization that
illustrates a number of features:


The user can compare results for different design
alternatives (top left).



The results templates (middle left) can be used to
quickly set up selections of components and output
variables to start investigations or users can create
their own templates and save them for future use,
utilizing the filter capabilities (bottom left).



The visual selection diagram (top row) is potentially
different for each model and provides a breakdown
of the components and zones associated with the
model. By selecting different components, zones or
sets of zones, the filters for the output variable table
are used to set up a relevant set for investigation.



Figure 6. Sample Results Visualization output
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The overall aim is to reduce the navigational effort
required for the user to get the desired comparisons of
results, while also providing new ways to visualize and
investigate the results.

DEPLOYMENT/TRAINING/SUPPORT
Three things that significantly influence a user’s
decision to use a tool on a regular basis are:





Knowledge of the existence and availability of the
tool
Specific information on how use of the tool can
contribute to what they are doing or want to be
doing
Confidence that (i) they can learn how to use the
tool, and (ii) they will have support for questions
and problems when required.

The support framework for the GUI will address these
three key issues through development in the following
areas:
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